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Editorial  

This month we return to the ‘Training in Retirement’ theme, the 

subject being modelling which is probably the aspect of the 

hobby that most people consider to be the heart of the matter. 

But first a piece of nonsense! http://blog.model-train-help.com  

Modelling - Scales and Gauges 

There is a wide range of scales and gauges from which to 

choose. The smallest is T Gauge (1:450 scale) running on 3mm 

gauge track and the largest before moving up to the model 

engineering scales is gauge 3 (standard gauge models running 

on 2½” track). Surveys have shown that HO/OO i.e. a gauge of 

16.5mm but scales of 3.5mm to the foot in HO and 4mm to the 

foot in 00 is the most popular but N gauge also has a wide 

following because of the smaller space required. 
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Each to his own but I struggle to take T scale seriously. 

Briefcase about 18” long. Photos taken at Peterborough. 

  
Inside/Outside 

Although a few hardy souls have taken OO/HO outside it is 

normally only modellers in the 32mm track gauges and above 

who venture into the garden.  

Propulsion 

Steam and clockwork were the original methods of propelling 

the models but now while a few still persevere with the latter, 

electricity, either track or battery powered is the most favoured, 

particularly in the smaller scales. Hornby has supplied a steam 

powered OO gauge range of locos for a number of years. In the 

larger scales locos are fired with butane gas. Coal firing has 

also made inroads in 16mm scale in recent years. 

Modelling - Layout Building 

The wide range of skills involved with layout construction 

includes: 

 Planning the layout 

 Building benchwork 

 Track laying 

 Wiring 

 Scenery 

 Painting and weathering 

 Electronics becoming increasingly important – DCC 
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Modelling - Layout Planning 

Until the invention of plastic sleepered flex track, and with the 

exception of the few hardy souls who hand laid their track, set 

track constrained the design of the majority of layouts. The 

introduction of flex track revolutionized track design and made 

for greater realism because of wider radius curves. A further 

revolution in track design has occurred with the emergence of 

computer layout design programmes.  

Bob Symes Philosophy 

Most model railway hobbyists experience space constraints of 

one kind or another and how these are handled determines the 

success or otherwise of the layout. Bob Symes the legendary 

now 90 year old modeller articulated the following philosophy in 

the Discovery television series - The Garden Railway: 

“A railway for me whether it is a model railway or anything else 

has to go from somewhere, it has to look as if it is naturally if 

you can say such a thing about a model railway, naturally 

grown. You don’t want to see a railway chasing its tail. You 

don’t want to see the thing running round and round. That I 

dislike intentionally. A railway is a line. It does a service.” 

Precisely! 

Unlike my friends Frank Graham and John Everitt in Durban 

(both of whose layouts will be on show at the next National 

Model Railway Convention in Durban/Pietermaritzburg next 

year) and Erich Dokoupil in Johannesburg I have not built a 

layout (except the HOn3 adjunct to the DMR set up – refer NSC 

Volume 1 no 5 – May 2013). However I have an extensive 

library on the subject which is probably a good starting point for 

designing a layout. Of course decisions have to be made 

regarding what you want to achieve – prototype and period to 

model; passenger or freight or a mixture of both; scenic or 

operational bias etc. 
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My layout “bibles” have been mainly authored by Robert 

Schleicher – Volumes l, ll and lll of the Model Railroading 

Handbook series, the Best of Model Railroading Magazines 

Track Plans and Building Your Next Model Railroad. While the 

principles on which they are based remain sound these books 

were written in the seventies and eighties and are long since 

out of print. 

The first book of another layout planning guru, John Armstrong, 

was published in 1952. Track Planning for Realistic Operation, 

followed in1963 and Creative Layout Design in 1978. 18 Tailor 

Made Track Plans was published in 1983. Since then a 

multitude of plans have been published in Model Railroader 

which have subsequently been republished in book form.  

And as mentioned earlier in recent years some high quality 

computer programmes to design model railway layouts have 

become available, some of them for free (Access via Google). 

So the conclusion is nobody should have any difficulty 

designing a model railway layout appropriate to his or her 

needs. 

GAUTENG FREE-MO GROUP 

Recently, I spent a couple of days in Johannesburg over a 

weekend and of course did what every normal human being 

would do and visited Model Train Exchange. As an aside the 

layout in the shop has developed considerably since I last saw 

it some 3 years ago! I was sorry not to have my camera with 

me. Anyway to the point, with the assistance of Paul Mollison I 

managed to track down my friend Erich (Dok) Dokoupil who 

fortuitously was operating the Gauteng Free-Mo Group layout 

that weekend. This has been referred to previously in NSC 

(Volume 1 no 4 – April 2013) but there is no substitute to 

seeing the set up in the flesh so to speak. The venue was the 

Greenside Primary School and again I can only regret not 
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having my camera. Apologies for the poor quality of the photos 

taken with my cell phone. 

So what is the Free-mo concept? The following is drawn from 

the Members Manual (1
st
 Edition June 2014). 

“A modular end-to-end (no continuous running) layout depicting 

as accurately as possible North American Railroad practice 

during the period beginning 1950 to end1979 (30 years) 

situated in the Mid-West to Western region. 

The track plan is based on a typical single main, major branch 

line.” 

Those who wish more information should refer to the relevant 

website: www.gfgsa.wordpress.com 

The Track Plan for the July 2014 Greenside Weekend 

 

http://www.gfgsa.wordpress.com/
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Two views from the stage

 

 
End……… 
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To end 

 
As simple……… 

 
Or as complicated as you like 
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Take me to your leader…     Megawatt Park Mark 2? 

                  
Digitrax and how to do it….. 

 
Conclusions 

Free-mo has a lot going for it. The freedom within few 

constraints to ‘do your own thing’ appeals to me.  

There is an opportunity to experiment with new materials (Dok 

is using foam as the baseboards on his modules). The 

lightness thereof becomes of increasing importance as we get 

older and less able to lug around heavy weights 

I particularly related to the solution adopted to electrical 

continuity. Female banana plugs at the end of each module – a 

bus wire and male banana plugs used to bridge neighbouring 

modules. I intend adopting the same arrangements with the 

45mm track on my portable layout. 

Digitrax throughout – instructions displayed prominently! 


